
    UCS offers to the restaurants new format of dish ordering from the restaurant menu. 
This  is  the  cutting-edge  research  of  UCS  engineers,  designed  on the basis of the 
popular tablet computer iPad developed  by  Apple. In  fact  it  plays  the  role  of  the 
electronic  menu. Information  transfer  from  the paper menu on the electronic device 
lets implement the following functionality of the current technology:
  - dish photos displaying on the screen of the tablet computer. Guest  can study these 
photos  in  great   details,  read  comments  of   those, who   already  tried   it.  Photos, 
descriptions, dish prices can be refreshed in the on-line mode.
  - order  entering  by  guest  without  any  assistance  from the waiter's side. By order 
submitting it appears at the waiter station, then the waiter  confirms it, and  only  after 
that the order goes for  the service printing.
  - realization  of  the  context  help  system  that  is  aimed  to  help  guests in the dish 
selection process (for example it might offer a wine to the main course)



  - presence  of  feedback  from guests of the restaurant. A guest has an opportunity to 
estimate  the  selected  dish,  staff  serving,  share  his/her  general  impression  of the 
restaurant. Besides guests can write a comment on the operation of the restaurant that 
will be sent in the electronic form directly to the restaurant owner.
  - it is very easy to implement waiter call up to the guests' table, the equivalent of the 
paging system, on the basis of the offered system.

    iPad is very convenient to use as an electronic menu.
    It  takes  from  the  device  about  40 minutes in order to be fully charged, while its 
operating time takes 6-8 hours. The device body is made out of durable materials and 
has   protection  against   moisture   penetration. Besides   the   device  has  particular 
software engineering changes that will protect iPad from stealing.

WEB SITE: WWW.UCS.RU,  WWW.RKEEPER.COM, E-MAIL: UCS@UCS.RU

“UCS” Russia. Tel.: +7 (495) 921- 4198

Russia 
WWW.UCS-SPB.RU 
St.Petersburg +7 812 3290560

Azerbaijan 
www.ucs.az
Baku +99 412 4080915
         
Bulgaria 
www.ucs.bg
Sofia +(359) 2-961-7505

Cambodia 
www.rkeeper.com.kh
Phnom Penh (+855)236 396 339

Czech Republic 
www.ucs-cz.cz
Prague +420 2 7177 0950 
            
Egypt
www.ucsegypt.com
Cairo +2.012.237.20.88
         

Estonia 
www.ucs.ee
Tallinn +372-6570700

Georgia 
www.ucs.ge
Tbilisi (995) 992-48514
            
Hungary
www.ucs.hu
Budapest +36 1 3310778

Latvia
www.ucs.lv
Riga (+371) 67409470
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www.ucs.lt
Vilnius (+370 5) 2107247

Moldova
www.rkeeper.md
Chisinau +373 69543989

Poland
www.rkeeper.pl
Warsaw 48 668 087 854

Romania
www.rkeeper.ro
Bucharest (4021) 345-4512
                 
Serbia 
www.rkeeper.rs
Belgrade + 381652684757
               
         

         
Ukraine
www.ucs.com.ua
Kiev +380 44 4640330

Uzbekistan 
www.rkeeper.uz
Tashkent +99 871 2373747

Vietnam 
www.rkeeper.vn
Ho Chi Minh City 08-2217-1774  
                              

         
Germany
www.rkeeper.de
Karlsruhe +49 0 7213293453


